Celebrity News: Shia Labeouf
& FKA Twig’s Relationship Is
On Hold

By Katie Sotack
Celebrity couple and Honey Boy co-stars Shia LaBeouf and FKA
Twigs are reportedly taking time off their relationship,
according to EOnline.com. In celebrity news, FKA Twigs’
Magdalene Tour has taken her around the world and away from
LaBeouf. In the meantime, he seems to be taking comfort in the
arms of another woman. A source caught a glimpse of the two at
Kanye West’s Sunday Service, looking more cuddly than “just
friends.”

In celebrity news, this pair is
taking
a
break
from
their
relationship.
What
are
some
benefits
to
putting
your
relationship on hold?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s not always a bad thing to take a break from your
relationship. Cupid has some tips:
1. Absence makes the heart grow fonder: So you were going hot
and heavy, but now you’ve cooled off into a freeze out.
Sometimes too much too soon is overwhelming. Take time out to
miss each other before reuniting stronger than ever.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Lena Dunham Talks Rebound
Romances Post Split from Jack Antonoff
2. Maybe their not the one: You’ve been driving each other up
the wall lately, but you swear you love them. Time apart is
the best way to find out if your happier single and looking
for someone suited to your lifestyle.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 5 Things To Do Before You
Get Petty
3.Time to focus on yourself: Focusing on ‘we’ instead of ‘me’
leaves parts of you on the back burner. In this solo time
reconnect with your hobbies, career, family, and friends. Take
bliss in all the beautiful pieces of life that have nothing to
do with romantic love.
How has taking time off of your relationship benefited you?
Share in the comments below.

Celebrity Break-Up: Robert
Pattinson & FKA Twigs Split,
But Maybe Not for Good

By Rachel Sparks
After two years of engagement, celebrity couple Robert
Pattinson and FKA Twigs have taken a break. According
to People.com, the couple hadn’t seen each other in two
months. Between Twigs’ new album and Pattinson’s press tour,
time and distance have been a strain and led to a celebrity
break-up.. But don’t worry, as Twigs has kept the engagement
ring and Pattinson admits, “That’s the girl he wants to

marry.” We may see the couple reuniting soon.

This celebrity break-up is the here
and now, but it may not be forever.
What are some factors to consider
when it comes to on-again off-again
relationships?
Cupid’s Advice:
Like this celebrity couple, sometimes breaks are necessary.
People change and it’s important to realize who we are before
we can go back. But does that mean you should go back? Is lost
love always lost? How do you decide what’s best? Read our
relationship advice below:
1. Know what you want: Monogamous, long-term relationships
are not for everyone. There’s no right or wrong to what makes
you happy, but you need to know what does. If you’re ok with
an on-again off-again relationship, stay the course. If each
break-up tears you down a little more, it’s time to
reevaluate. You deserve what makes you happy, but it starts be
knowing what that is.
Related Article: Couple News: Robert Pattinson Says He & FKA
Twigs Are Still ‘Kind Of’ Engaged
2. Know why it ended:
Some relationships end for good
reasons. While the end is painful and often leaves you wanting
to go back, take a moment and reflect on what caused the end.
Is it worth going back to that?
Related Article: Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity Love FKA Twigs
‘Really Wants Kids’ Says Source
3. Who do you want to be?

What does the future version of

yourself have to do with your current relationship status?
Everything. Imagine who it is that you want to be. Does your
partner support that? Does the relationship hold you back from
that vision? The only way to become the person you envision is
to start acting like you’re that person now. If someone
distracts you from that vision, realize it’s not what you need
and move on.
Have you been in the on-again off-again cycle? What helped you
make up your mind? Share below.

Celebrity Couple News: Robert
Pattinson Says He & FKA Twigs
Are Still ‘Kind Of’ Engaged

By Marissa Donovan
Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs are still engaged…”yeah, kind
of.” According to UsMagazine.com, that was the Twilight star’s
response when Howard Stern asked about their relationship on
his radio broadcast. Pattison praised the singer and also
explained that it’s been difficult to keep their relationship
private due to his fans. Hopefully the two can stay together
in hopes of someday having a celebrity wedding!

This celebrity couple news isn’t
exactly reassuring. What are some
ways to know you’re ready to get
engaged to your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Due to some circumstances in your relationship, you may be
second guessing if you’re ready to get engaged. Here are some
signs to reassure that you are ready:

1. You’ve talked about the future as a couple: Getting engaged
is the big step to making future plans become reality. If you
have already agreed as a couple on what the future could be
for the both of you then getting engaged may a good choice for
your relationship.
Related Link: Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity Love FKA Twigs
‘Really Wants Kids’ Says Source
2. You can both work out and overcome problems: Problems in a
relationship are not always a bad thing! If you and your
partner can overcome issues and work them out as a couple then
getting engaged will be realistic for the both of you. You may
have more problems down the road, but if you can already
problem solve as a couple, then it may work out in the long
run!
Related Link: April Fools? T-Pain Says Famous Couple Robert
Pattinson and FKA Twigs Are Engaged
3. You are both confidence in your relationship: Despite
having second thoughts about your relationship as a couple,
you should be feeling confident about being together. It
really depends on how you feel about continuing the
relationship. If you both want to move forward, then you are
ready. If not, then maybe you and your partner need to wait.
Do you think this couple will get married in the future? Let
us know in the comments!

6 Celebrity Weddings We Can’t
Wait To Watch

By Katie Gray
We’re going to the chapel and we’re going to watch celebrity
weddings! When our favorite celebrity couples have been in
celebrity relationships for some time, we can’t help
but envision their futures together – and that includes
celebrity weddings and celebrity babies! We wish these
successful six celebrity couples all of the happiness in the
world.

Cupid has compiled the 6 celebrity

weddings we can’t wait for:
1. Kate Upton & Justin Verlander: Talk about pitch perfect!
Justin Verlander, baseball pitcher for the Detroit Tigers of
the MLB, is dating supermodel, Kate Upton. We know that their
celebrity wedding would be gorgeous! Verlander has a net worth
of $60 million and his annual salary is $28 million. The
Sports Illustrated model is also super successful. We can’t
wait to watch this love story unfold, they are America’s
Sweethearts.
2. Kevin Hart & Eniko Parrish: Comedian Kevin Hart is known
for making us laugh! Hart and Eniko Parrish have been giving
us major relationship goals. They were at the top of our
anticipated weddings list, and they just tied the knot in a
luxurious ceremony on August 13th. They are now on a honeymoon
in St. Barts and we can’t wait to see their photos! We look
forward to the day they decide to have celebrity babies.
3. Miranda Kerr & Evan Spiegel: Supermodel Miranda Kerr and
Snapchat CEO Evan Spiegel, are engaged, and we cannot wait to
see their wedding pics! They are so cute. When they announced
their engagement, they did it with a special custom Snapchat
filter – how appropriate!
Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite
4. Kendrick Lamar & Whitney Alford: Hip hop recording artist
Kendrick Lamar is engaged to his longtime girlfriend, Whitney
Alford, and we are excited to watch their celebrity wedding
take place. Lamar is a cousin of Nick Young, who plays for the
Los Angeles Lakers.
5. Robert Pattinson & FKA Twigs: The Twilight star, Robert
Pattinson, got engaged last year to singer FKA Twigs. He
gained a lot of notoriety and fame by playing vampire, Edward
Cullen, in the Twilight saga. Although this is real life and

they aren’t vampires, we can’t wait to see their love story
grow.
Related Link: Bigger Is Better: Top 6 Celebrity Couple
Engagement Rings
6. Pippa Middleton & James Matthew: We can’t get enough of the
royal family! Princess Kate Middleton’s sister, Pippa
Middleton, is engaged! James Matthew, the future groom, is a
hedge fund manager, and he surprised her when he popped the
question. She was spotted sporting a gorgeous engagement ring
the very next day and the engagement notice informed us that
they will wed next year. Woohoo!
What upcoming celebrity weddings are you excited to watch?
Comment below!
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Adam Shulman and Anne Hathaway
This famous couple enjoyed a nice summer getaway in sunny
Spain! The pair spent time on a yacht, soaking up the sun and

playing in the water together. Photo: LRR/FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Bobby Flay, Robert Pattinson
and Miley Cyrus

By Shoshi
The latest celebrity news has been
relationship gossip, including a celebrity
an end, a famous couple finding true love,
won’t be settling down any time soon. Check

filled with hot
marriage coming to
and a pop star who
out my predictions

for the three celebrity couples below and find out what’s next
in their relationships and love lives!

Latest Celebrity News About Three
Celebrity Couples
Bobby Flay and Stephanie March: It looks like the celebrity
marriage of Chef Bobby Flay and actress Stephanie March is
going up in flames. On television, Flay seems like a nice guy,
especially when he’s standing behind the grill wearing an
apron. On the flipside of that, I have only heard negative
things about him that make him sound like a real douche (for
lack of a better word). Therefore, some of the claims about
him from March are no surprise. If memory serves me right, she
left acting to help him with his restaurants.
A “close source” to him says he’s heartbroken about his
celebrity divorce. When I look at this relationship and love,
it looks like he can’t get out of it soon enough. Word on the
street is that March is not happy with the prenup. Of course,
she isn’t! When you’re in love, money doesn’t matter as much,
but when the love is over, you want to take them for all that
you can. That doesn’t make her a bad person; it makes her
human. I see other female energy around Flay. I’m not saying
he has a mistress, but maybe he put his utensils in someone
else’s kitchen, if you know what I mean.
Related Link: Bobby Flay Helps January Jones After a Hit-AndRun Accident
Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs: Word on the streets is that
singer FKA Twigs and actor Robert Pattinson are engaged. One
thing’s for sure: Pattinson never looked so happy until
this whirlwind celebrity romance. If you look back at some of
his photos when he was with Kristen Stewart, he looked a bit
miserable.

This famous couple is on a roll and won’t be slowing down
anytime soon. They are both equally invested in their
relationship and love, and I see them going to the chapel and
getting married soon. Pattinson knew that she was The One
immediately. When a man finds what he is looking for,
he doesn’t waste time. They could tie the knot by the end of
this year. There is also a bit of baby energy swirling around
these two. Within the first year of their celebrity marriage,
a little girl just might show up.
Related Link: April Fools? T-Pain Says Famous Couple Robert
Pattinson and FKA Twigs Are Engaged

Miley Cyrus Will Not Announce
Celebrity Engagement Anytime Soon
Miley Cyrus and Patrick Schwarzenegger: Where do I begin with
this celebrity relationship? It seems like Patrick
Schwarzenegger has been spending more time with his “friends”
than with Miley Cyrus. Does he only know women? I don’t see
this relationship ever getting serious. If it does, Cyrus will
always be questioning what he is doing with his so-called
friends. It’s not that Schwarzenegger should stop having women
friends, but does he have to always look so cuddly with all of
them?
Schwarzenegger doesn’t seem to want to settle down at all,
and Cyrus isn’t ready to be married with kids either. They
have a relationship that is kind of like the ones you may have
had in high school, where the loves lines are always kind of
blurry.
For now, the two of them are getting what they need from each
other: some fun and frolic. No need to wait for a celebrity
engagement announcement from them. This will fizzle out sooner
rather than later. The next guy Cyrus dates will be a longterm relationship. As for Schwarzenegger, until he falls in

love, he will go through girlfriend after girlfriend.
For more information on Shoshi, click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity
Love FKA Twigs ‘Really Wants
Kids’ Says Source

By Meranda Yslas

First comes celebrity love, then comes… kids? For famous
couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs, a bundle of joy may be
in the near future. The two recently celebrated a celebrity
engagement and Pattinson’s celebrity love is reportedly ready
for kids. A source told People.com that Twigs “really wants
kids.” Although not confirmed, the couple may possibly tie the
knot this coming summer.

We can’t wait to see if this famous
couple has kids soon! What do you
do if you aren’t on the same page
with
your
partner
regarding
children?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having kids is a big step to take in relationships and love;
it’s an emotional decision filled with excitement and fear. If
you and your partner aren’t on the same page of when or if to
have kids, this decision can be harder to make. Here are
Cupid’s relationship advice for couples who have different
opinions about kids:
1. Respect their decision: There are some things about your
partner that you can’t change, either it’s something as small
as them snoring at night or something as big as not wanting to
have kids. Either way you should respect their decision rather
than forcing them to change.
Related Link: Famous Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs
Exchange Promise Rings
2. Find a middle ground: If you and your mate both want kids,
but disagree on when it should happen, try to find a
compromise. If you want kids now while your beau wants to wait

four years, try to agree on two years so that you both feel
ready.
Related Link: Hollywood Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs
Pack on PDA on Miami Beach
3. Patience: Sometimes your partner may not know if he or she
wants kids at all- and that’s okay! Allow them time to figure
out what they want and prepare yourself for either answer.
How did you and your partner know you were ready for kids?
Share below!

April Fools? T-Pain Says
Famous
Couple
Robert
Pattinson and FKA Twigs Are
Engaged

By Maggie Manfredi
Has this celebrity couple tied the knot?! According to
Usmagazine.com, T-Pain recently shared that Robert Pattinson
and FKA Twigs are engaged. The buzz came from an interview he
had recently with Vulture talking about FKA Twigs, ““The first
time we even met each other, we met in the studio. Her music’s
changed a lot since then. But she’s on tour so much, and
anytime I call her, she’s in a different place. And she’s
engaged now, so that’s about to be a whole other thing.”
Although there is no confirmation yet from the famous couple’s
camp we do know they exchanged promise rings earlier this
month. T-Pain later took to twitter to say the slip was
actually an April Fool’s joke.

We may be waiting a little longer
for this famous couple to walk down
the aisle! What are some perks to

keeping your wedding plans under
wraps?
Cupid’s Advice:
Love is such a wonderful thing, some people want to shout
about it from the rooftops others want to keep their
relationships private. Cupid has some tips for when you want
to keep your wedding plans a secret:
1. Sharing is trust: If you want to keep your plans secret
make sure the people you are telling are people that you
trust. Also, make it very clear that this is something you
would like to keep private so there is no confusion.
Related: Robert Pattinson is Dating English Singer FKA Twigs
2. Social Media: Watch what you post people! This is probably
the most important rule of our time. If you want something to
be under wraps keep it off your feeds and timelines and pages.
Related: Hollywood Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs Pack
on PDA on Miami Beach
3.Talk to your partner: Make sure that you are on the same
page about what you want friends, family and the general
public to know about your relationship status. Trust Cupid,
having this conversation up front will save you from possible
conflict in the future.
Do you think this famous couple is in fact engaged? Share your
predictions below!

Famous
Couple
Robert
Pattinson
and
FKA
Twigs
Exchange Promise Rings

By Katie Gray
Celebrity
love
is
in
the
air!
Famous
couple Twlight star Robert Pattinson and his girlfriend FKA
Twigs, the British singer, have exchanged promise rings.
According to UsMagazine.com, “FKA loves Rob because he is the
nicest guy she’s ever been with,” an insider explains of the
English singer, whose real name is Tahliah Debrett Barnett. If
this isn’t sweet enough; the promise rings were Pattinson’s
idea. Their rings are to signify that they are committed to
their relationship and love.

Robert Pattinson is committed to
his relationship and love life with
FKA Twigs. What are three ways you
can
strengthen your romance like
this famous couple did?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s important to keep the spark alive in your relationship
and love. There are many steps you can take to strengthen your
romance, such as enjoying one another’s company and exchanging
promise rings, just like this celebrity couple did. Cupid has
some tips:
1. Date night: Many couples have a date night every week, and
that is a great thing. It’s a time that you two can enjoy
together. Also, when it’s a routine date night, it gives you
something to look forward to. It’s good to miss your
significant other, as it will make your special time together
even better.
Related Link: Hollywood Couple Robert Pattinson and FKA Twigs
Pack on PDA on Miami Beach
2. Love letters: Love letters are a great way to document how
much you love your partner.
It’s not just something for
people in long distance relationships, and since we live in
the age of technology, this can be extremely touching. When
you put it in words and write down just how much you care
about someone, it makes it even more special. Plus, they are
able to keep a handwritten letter and cherish it forever.
Related Link: Robert Pattinson is Dating English Singer FKA
Twigs
3. Promise rings: A great way to show your commitment to your

partner is by exchanging promise rings. You may not be ready
for an engagement or marriage, but you see it coming down the
line and want your partner to know you’re committed. This is a
great stepping stone, and it reminds you that you’re in a
serious relationship that’s moving forward. Plus, who doesn’t
love jewelry?!
What are ways you have strengthened your romance? Share your
stories below.

Hottest Celebrity Couples
Celebrating
Their
First
Valentine’s Day Together
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Cameron Diaz and Benji Madden
This Hollywood couple got real serious, real quick. From their
first appearance together in May to their whirlwind wedding in

December, Cameron Diaz and Benji Madden are head over heels
for one another. Happy Valentine's Day to these newlyweds!
Photo: FAMEFLYNET PICTURES

